
 
 

MEMORANDUM 
DATE:  June 16, 2019 

TO:  Alastair Meiklem - BPP 
 
FROM:  Alex Sartori, Sartori Environmental Inc. 
  By email: alex@sartorienv.com  

CC:   Marie Maddatu - DWV 
 
RE: 5 Creeks Diversion Project – 3120 Travers Ave. Eagle Nest Status

 

Sartori Environmental Inc. (SEI) has been monitoring a bald eagle’s nest located at 3120 
Travers Ave, West Vancouver, situated approximately 60 metres west of the 5 Creeks 
diversion project’s works along 31st street.  Works associated with the project have the 
potential to impact the nest, and the nest is legally protected under the British Columbia 
Wildlife Act, 1996.  Under this Act: 
 

It is an offence to possess, take, injure, molest or destroy a bird or its eggs, or the nests of 
birds when occupied by a bird or egg. In addition, the nests of all species of eagles and 
herons, as well as ospreys, peregrine falcons, gyrfalcons, and burrowing owls are protected 
year‐round, whether or not the nest is in use. 
 
Current best practices are referenced to guide proposed development in the vicinity of the 
nest site. These best practices include Develop with Care 2014: Environmental Guidelines for 
Urban and Rural Land Development in British Columbia and Guidelines for Raptor 
Conservation during Urban and Rural Land Development in British Columbia (2013), which 
are published by the BC Ministry of Environment (MoE). This monitoring/management plan 
is based on these current best practices, as well as the specific conditions observed at the 
site by SEI biologists on June 16, 2019. 
 
Nest & Site Description 
 

The eagle nest is located approximately 2/3 from the top of a large Douglas‐fir (Pseudotsuga 
menziesii) tree at the west edge of 3120 Travers Ave.  The nest is situated directly above where 
the tree was historically topped and constructed close to the 3 main stems at a natural crotch 
approximately 8m down from the top of the tree. 
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Songbird nesting surveys have been ongoing in the area for weeks, and bald eagles have 
been observed within a perch tree located on the foreshore at the foot of 31st Street.  
Information regarding the nest was obtained on Thursday June 13th, via the District of West 
Vancouver, and monitoring of its status was initiated immediately, and daily since then.   
 
One to four alternate nests may be in a single nesting territory and different nests may be 

used in different years.  In good habitats such as coastal areas of British Columbia, a territory 

radius of approximately 2.5 km is typical (USFWS 1986 in MoE 2005). Bald Eagles usually 

begin nest- building activities between December and February, several weeks  before egg-

laying. In southwest British Columbia egg laying has been documented as early as February 

5 and as late as June 25 (MoE 2005). One to three eggs are laid, but most often the clutch is 

of two eggs. Incubation starts with the first egg and takes about 35 days.  If two eggs hatch, 

usually only the chick that is more aggressive and takes most of the food, survives. Both 

adults bring food to the young. Young birds leave the nest at 8 to 14 weeks of age and 

associate with parents for several weeks more (Buehler 2000 in MoE 2005). Shortly after 

fledging (July-August) the young begin independent life. Many adults and juveniles move to 

nearby rivers (and their fish runs) as a stable food source.  Eagles will congregate in these 

areas until mid-winter. Juveniles will develop adult feathering, and breed at 4 years of age. 
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Figure 1. Approximate location of nest at 3120 Travers Ave. 
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  Figure 2. Nest photos (June 15, 2019) 

 
 
MONITORING PROTOCOLS, CONTINGENCIES, SCHEDULE AND TIMELINES 
 
A Qualified Environmental Professional (QEP) will be required to monitor the eagle nest 
during construction activities to determine if nesting activity is presently occurring. The nest 
will be monitored for a minimum of 4 straight days and 4 hours each day, to determine the 
level of nesting activity observed at the nest site.   
 
If the nest  is  deemed active then a 100m buffer around the nest  will be implemented in 
consultation with work crews. The following protocols should be followed when working 
within the prescribed buffer zone: 
 

Vegetation Removal and Construction Works 
 

• Any work to  be conducted within  the prescribed  100 m buffer will  require the 

involvement of an onsite monitor for the duration of the works. 
 

• The monitor will observe the nest for at least 1 hour prior to any new type of work 

activities. 
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• It will be at the QEPs discretion as to what level of continued monitoring will be 

required based on the eagles reaction to each type of new works. 
 

• Prior to any work within the prescribed 100 m buffer the monitor will discuss with 

work crews protocols, construction methods and acceptable equipment within the 

buffer zone. 
 

• Any work to be conducted within the prescribed 100 m buffer will require 

consultation with the onsite monitor in order to determine acceptable levels of 

disturbance. 
 

• Noise levels within the 100 m buffer will be limited in order to avoid significant 

impacts on the nesting eagles. 
 

• The operation of large equipment (ie. cranes, excavators, etc.) should be avoided 

within the 100m nest buffer. If the operation of large equipment is required within 

the 100 m buffer to complete the project then a monitor must be onsite during the 

first day of equipment operation. If the QEP deems  that the operations do not 

cause a significant disturbance to the eagles then the QEP can decide  what 

continued level of monitoring will be required, if any, for the duration of the new 

works. 
 

• The monitor will observe the nest from a safe vantage point and document all eagle 

observations including time of arrival and departure from nest and any behavioural 

notes. 
 

• The monitor will have the authority to halt all works significantly impacting the 

nesting eagles. 
 

• Upon completion of a monitoring session the monitor will provide a summary 
report to SEI project manager or his/her designate. 

 

Rock Removal and Scaling 
 
Avoid blasting activities within 500 m of the nest site if possible. If blasting is deemed 

necessary then begin continuous monitoring (by the QEP) of the nest tree and any eagles 

two hours prior to the scheduled blast and for two hours following the blast; 
 

• For the first blast at the excavation site, use a small charge. If no disturbance is 

noted, use the prescribed charge for remaining blasts and continue monitoring as 

indicated previously. 
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In the event that the nesting eagles are being significantly impacted by the construction 

activities then the monitor will have the authority to halt all works negatively impacting the 

nesting eagles. The monitor will then contact the construction firm and MFLNRO wildlife 

officials to reevaluate the construction program and develop an alternate course of action. 
 
Works bordering this buffer zone will require a lower level of monitoring. Construction crews 

will be required to update the monitor on a daily basis on the planned construction  

activities. Monitoring requirements outside of the 100 m buffer will be at the discretion of 

the monitor. 

 

Monitoring Observations to date and Recommendations 

 

Monitoring of the nest has occurred since Thursday June 13th for a minimum of 4 hours per 

day and continued through to June 16th (as of the writing of this update).  No observations 

of eagles using the nest have been made, however some photos have circulated showing the 

eagles in and near the nest placing sticks.  

 

Visual observations show the sticks being used on the nest to be fairly new and is likely that 

the eagles are tending to the nest for future use.  It is highly unlikely that the eagles will 

utilize this nest this year to lay eggs. 

 

As no nesting activity has been observed to date, work can commence as of June 17th, 

however the monitoring protocol will be implemented to minimize the risk to the eagles. 

 

 
 

Alex Sartori, RP.Bio 
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